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Lounge. Over 200 world-

air and surface purification

class adventure athletes
enjoyed breathing the freshly
purified air and using the
clean surfaces courtesy of

He set the stage for a
clean, fresh, purified indoor
Vollara technology is in
demand at the highest level
of sports and medicine!

environment for the athletes.
Vollara’s FreshAir products
were on site and running in
medical and athlete treatment
areas, as well as the Athlete

Vollara’s FreshAir system.

Recovery Lounge. Several
key players also used the
FreshAir Mobile to keep their
Click here to check out a
brief video by Vollara’s own
Dr. Troy Sanford!

hotel rooms clean while they
were in Austin for Summer X.
How great is that?

Discovering A Better Way: Our Story
Mike and Nata Jackson met
at age 15 at White Castle in St.
Paul, Minnesota. They have
been married for 40 years and
have four children and four
grandchildren. They have been
in business together most of
those years marketing Healthy
Living Products.

Mike says, “We market Green
Technologies that improve
the environment and peoples’
health through healthier
environments. Our nutrition
products are second to none
and build health from the
inside out. But, our best selling
product is our opportunity.

We can show anyone how to
first earn $1,000 a month with
just ten hours a week and then
$75,000 a year with a part-time
business. I take on a few new
partners a year. Call me if you
want to learn more.”
Vollara is America’s Healthy
Living Company. Our Living

Water Technology is installed
in many Major League Baseball
training facilities, our FreshAir
Technology helped re-open the
Pentagon after 9/11, and our
LaundryPure is the greenest
new invention in America.
We appreciate you.
- Mike and Nata
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Vollara’s Vision

7 Practical Tips To Achieve A Positive Mindset

Reach Beyond Yourself™

How To Prioritize Your Mental Well-Being

Vollara sees a world where
people have choices, where
people have power. A world
where poeple go beyond
themselves. A world where
each of us can make great
choices to live a naturally
healthier life - in our homes,
physically, financially, and
emotionally; where people
can have freedom in every
way possible.
Our products offer
complete health choices,
not partial ones; choices to
purify and enrich the air
you breathe, the surfaces
you touch, the water you
drink. Choices to support
your immune system, to
strengthen your body, to
shape your physique for
optimal resistance
and success.
Our proven business
systems empower people
to command their financial
footing, to bring secutiry
to their lives, to provide
for themselves and their
loved ones and to help all
of us share and care for this
precious planet we have
been blessed with.
Vollara is for you Vollara is for everybody!™

likely because you started

most trying situations.

thinking” is a popular

out the day with a negative

Remind yourself that this

concept, and sometimes it

emotion and a pessimistic

situation will probably make

can feel a little cliché. But

view that carried into every

for a good story later and try

the physical and mental

other event you experienced.

to crack a joke about it. Say

benefits of positive thinking

Instead of letting this

you’re laid off; imagine the

have been demonstrated by

dominate you, start your day

most absurd way you could

multiple scientific studies.

with positive affirmations.

spend your last day, or the

Positive thinking can give

Talk to yourself in the

most ridiculous job you could

you more confidence,

mirror, even if you feel silly,

pursue next—like kangaroo

improve your mood, and

with statements like, “Today

handler or bubblegum

even reduce the likelihood of

will be a good day” or “I’m

sculptor.

developing conditions such as

going to be awesome today.”

hypertension, depression and

You’ll be amazed how much

4. Turn Failures Into Lessons

other stress-related disorders.

your day improves.

The “power of positive

All this sounds great, but
what does the “power of
positive thinking” really
mean?
You can define positive
thinking as positive imagery,
positive self-talk or general
optimism, but these are all
still general, ambiguous
concepts. If you want to be
effective in thinking and
being more positive, you’ll
need concrete examples to
help you through the process.
Here are seven:
1. Start The Day With
Positive Affirmation
How you start the morning
sets the tone for the rest of the
day. Have you ever woken up
late, panicked, and then felt
like nothing good happened
the rest of the day? This is

2. Focus On The Good
Things, However Small
Almost invariably, you’re
going to encounter obstacles
throughout the day—there’s
no such thing as a perfect
day. When you encounter
such a challenge, focus on the
benefits, no matter how slight
or unimportant they seem.
For example, if you get stuck
in traffic, think about how
you now have time to listen
to the rest of your favorite
podcast. If the store is out of
the food you want to prepare,
think about the thrill of trying
something new.
3. Find Humor In Bad
Situations
Allow yourself to experience
humor in even the darkest or

You aren’t perfect. You’re
going to make mistakes and
experience failure in multiple
contexts, at multiple jobs and
with multiple people. Instead
of focusing on how you failed,
think about what you’re
going to do next time—turn
your failure into a lesson.
Conceptualize this in concrete
rules. For example, you could
come up with three new rules
for managing projects as a
result.
5. Transform Negative SelfTalk Into Positive Self-Talk
Negative self-talk can creep
up easily and is often hard to
notice. You might think I’m
so bad at this or I shouldn’t
have tried that. But these
thoughts turn into internalized
feelings and might cement
your conceptions of yourself.
Continued on Page 4
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FreshAir Provides A Big Future
With Taylor and Jonni Gray
Taylor and Jonni Gray,
Vollara Managing
Distributors from

looking to raise their income

even stand being out of their

to support that new family.

bedrooms for more than 10

Taylor called me and the rest

minutes without becoming tight.

Pennsylvania, are helping
families stay healthy with
FreshAir and the Healthy
Home Check Up Program.

is history.”

The Gray’s Senior Partner
Mike Jackson says, “I met
Taylor Gray when he was
1 year old. Taylor’s parents
joined me in the water
business and went on to
build a very successful
business called Hydro

Taylor has become a

living in separate rooms of our

the Healthy Home Check Up

home for the past 15 years.

Program. He has placed and
installed FreshAir Surrounds
in 8 of the first 12 homes he
provided with test kits.
Here are the results of one
of those tests and the story
his new customer shared.

Two of our sons have allergies
towards our two dogs and two
cats. The only place they felt free
from allergies was by staying
in their bedrooms (where no
animals have ever been).
My parents purchased a
Vollara FreshAir Surround unit,
which has changed my mother’s
life. She no longer experiences

That was more than 25 years

allergies in her home. My father

ago, and now Taylor has been

insisted we try this in our home.

married to Jonni for 10 years.

I was very skeptical at first

After they decided they were
Taylor and Jonni began

“My family of five has been

FreshAir powerhouse using

Therapeutics in Pennsylvania.

ready to start their family,

Taylor Gray installed the unit

because nothing has helped my
Home test revealing high microbial
growth including mold and bacteria.

boys spend time with us out in

and within a couple hours we
all noticed a difference in the air
quality and by day four my boys
were able to watch a movie with
us with absolutely no allergy
symptoms whatsoever. My one
son is actually sitting with me
now in our living room on day
five watching a movie with me
as I write this. We have never
been able to spend time together
as a family in our home. I am
extremely grateful to Taylor
for introducing my family to
this wonderful and amazing
product. It has changed our
lives. Thank you so much.”
- Janna

our family room. My boys can’t

Share The FreshAir Technology
With This Sizzling Hot Summer Deal
The FreshAir Healthy

Make sure to take

FreshAir duplicates the

Home Appliance is Vollara’s

advantage of this June

power of sunlight and

#1 most popular air

Special - it’s been years since

thunderstorms to bring that

purifier. Now it’s on sale at

this pack was featured!

FreshAir into your home

an amazing price! It’s the

And it’s several hundred

24/7. The most powerful

best time to share FreshAir

dollars less expensive now

and proven air and surface

technology with everyone

than it was then! There is a

technology ever used on

you know!

limit of 10 three packs per

earth and in space is now

Distributor.

available at a price that will
send you into orbit!

*Offer Expires June 30, 2016.
Special FreshAir 3 Pack generates
2 points for VIP, EXP and Vollara
Executive Apprentice programs.
Eligible for $100 Special Sponsoring
Bonus when purchased by a new
Vollara Distributor within their Fast
Start Period. EZ Pay eligible with
$250 down. See respective program
details for complete information.
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7 Practical Tips To Achieve A Positive Mindset

Continued from Page 2

When you catch yourself

getting chewed out by your

doing this, stop and replace

boss, but what in this exact

those negative messages with

moment is happening that’s

positive ones. For example,

so bad? Forget the comment

with positive people, you’ll

I’m so bad at this becomes

he made five minutes ago.

hear positive outlooks,

Once I get more practice,

Forget what he might say five

positive stories and positive

situation can apply these

I’ll be way better at this. I

minutes from now. Focus on

affirmations. Their positive

lessons to their own lives

shouldn’t have tried becomes

this one, individual moment.

words will sink in and affect

and increase their positive

That didn’t work out as

In most situations, you’ll find

your own line of thinking,

attitude. As you might

planned—maybe next time.

it’s not as bad as you imagine

which then affects your words

imagine, positive thinking

it to be. Most sources of

and similarly contributes to

offers compounding returns,

negativity stem from a

the group. Finding positive

so the more often you practice

I’m talking about the

memory of a recent event or

people to fill up your life can

it, the greater benefits you’ll

present—not today, not

the exaggerated imagination

be difficult, but you need to

realize. [1]

this hour, only this exact

of a potential future event.

eliminate the negativity in

moment. You might be

Stay in the present moment.

your life before it consumes

6. Focus On The Present

7. Find Positive Friends,
Mentors, and Co-Workers
When you surround yourself

you. Do what you can to
improve the positivity of
others, and let their positivity
affect you the same way.
Almost anybody in any

Sources: [1] Success • Larry Alton • June 7, 2016
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Contact Information:

Mike Jackson
423.552.2016
bestamer@aol.com

For Success Coaching:
www.michaeljacksonsr.com
For Coaching Blog:
blog.michaeljacksonsr.com
To Purchase Product Online:
store.myvollara.com/greencareer
For More Product Information:
www.ecobusiness.com/ecogreen
Vollara Business Tools:
www.myvollaratools.com

*Note: If you are already a Vollara Distributor or Customer, please
be sure to contact your upline Senior Partner to order products.

Upcoming Events
June Vollara Showcases:
• Saturday, June 18th • Sanford, FL • Meeting: 2:30 p.m.
Vollara Product Showcase & Business Opportunity
Hosted By Jan & Al Martin and Ginie Reynolds
Featuring Guest Speaker Troy Sanford, CN, ND
Comfort Inn & Suites • 590 Ava Ct • Sanford, FL 32771
Registration: 2:00 p.m. • $10.00 per Distributor; Guests are Free!
RSVP: Jan Martin at 407.328.5007
June Corporate Conference Call Schedule:
• Freedom Call: Every Monday Night at 10:00 p.m. ET
Dial-in Number: 712.775.7085 & Listener Code: 579301#
• ABC Success Call: Every Tuesday Night at 8:00 p.m. ET
Dial-in Number: 712.432.9700 & Listener Code: 8655272#
Each Tuesday of the month features a different topic:
• June 7th: Vollara Executive Update with President Bill Coyle
• June 14th: ABC Success Call with Troy Sanford, CN, ND,
Senior V.P. of Sales & Health Services
• June 21st: ABC Success Call with Troy Sanford, CN, ND,
Senior V.P. of Sales & Health Services
• June 28th: Vollara Nutrition call with Richard G. Urso, M.D.

